Texas Ranger Tales Hard Riding Stories From
The Lone Star State
It was a name that caused the most hardened gunmen to break out in a cold sweat. Chick Bowdrie. He
could have ridden the outlaw trail, but the Texas Rangers recruited him because they didn't want to have
to fight against him. Pursuing the most wanted men in the Southwest he knew all too well the dusty
trails, the bitter cattle feuds, the desperate killers and the quiet, weather-beaten, wind-blasted towns that
could explode into actions with the wrong word. He had sworn to carry out the law, but there were times
when he had to apply justice with his fists and his guns. They called in the Rangers to handle the tough
ones and there was never a Ranger tougher or smarter than Bowdrie.
Three tales of the Old West chronicle the formative years of the Texas Rangers as they follow the
exploits of Rusty Shannon, a one-time captive of the Comanche, who pursues his own quest for
vengeance while struggling to uphold justice.
They were men who could not be stampeded, said the late Colonel Homer Garrison Jr. of the men who
wore the badge of the Texas Rangers. An important part of Texas history, these few good men were
distinguished, unique even among themselves, and soon, even mythical. Texas Ranger Tales is a
collection of legendary Texas Ranger stories, from new takes on the famous tales to fresh stories.
This carefully edited ebook is a hand-picked collection of world's most admired Westerns in one
volume: Riders of the Purple Sage (Zane Grey) The Rainbow Trail The Spirit of the Border The
Untamed (Max Brand) The Night Horseman The Seventh Man The Virginian (Owen Wister) The Last
of the Mohicans (James F. Cooper) The Prairie Chip, of the Flying U (B. M. Bower) The Flying U
Ranch The Flying U's Last Stand Cabin Fever Rimrock Trail (J. Allan Dunn) The 'Breckinridge Elkins'
Series (Robert E. Howard) The Last of the Plainsmen (Zane Grey) The Outcasts of Poker Flat (Bret
Harte) The Wolf Hunters (James Oliver Curwood) The Gold Hunters The Border Legion The Country
Beyond (Curwood) The Lone Star Ranger (Grey) Riders of the Silences (Brand) The Call of the Wild
(Jack London) Heart of the West (O. Henry) White Fang (London) The Lure of the Dim Trails (Bower)
The Luck of Roaring Camp (Harte) The Rustlers of Pecos County (Grey) O Pioneers! (Willa Cather) My
Ántonia Roughing It (Mark Twain) The Log of a Cowboy (Andy Adams) The Two-Gun Man (Charles
Alden Seltzer) The Law of the Land (Emerson Hough) The Short Cut (Jackson Gregory) Astoria
(Washington Irving) The Valley of Silent Men (James Oliver Curwood) "Drag” Harlan (Charles Alden
Seltzer) Whispering Smith (Frank H. Spearman) The Outlet (Andy Adams) Reed Anthony, Cowman A
Texas Cow Boy (Charles Siringo) The Boss of the Lazy Y (Charles Alden Seltzer) The Golden Dream
(R.M. Ballantyne) The Blue Hotel (Stephen Crane) The Long Shadow (B. M. Bower) The Girl from
Montana (Grace Livingston Hill) The Hidden Children (Robert W. Chambers) The Way of an Indian
(Frederic Remington) The Bridge of the Gods (Frederic Homer Balch) Where the Trail Divides (Will
Lillibridge) The Desert Trail (Dane Coolidge) The Bride Comes to Yellow Sky (Stephen Crane) That
Girl Montana (Marah Ellis Ryan) The Long Dim Trail (Forrestine C. Hooker) Hidden Water (Dane
Coolidge) A Voice in the Wilderness (Grace Livingston Hill) ...
The Faith and The Rangers
The Texas Ranger's Secret
Remapping U.S.-Mexico Borderlands History
Complete Young Alaskans Series, The Mississippi Bubble, The Lady and the Pirate, The Magnificent
Adventure, The Covered Wagon, King of Gee-Whiz, The Story of the Cowboy, The Way to the West…
Texas Ranger Tales
60 WESTERNS: Cowboy Adventures, Yukon & Oregon Trail Tales, Famous Outlaws, Gold Rush
Adventures & much more

A collection of twenty-eight original stories traverses the history of the Old West, from an
escape from the Alamo and the massacre at Mountain Meadows to the Apache Wars and the
California gold rush, in a volume that includes contributions by such authors as Loren D.
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Estleman and John Jakes. 15,000 first printing.
Bandits, outlaws, romance, and adventure abound in Hard Ride, a collection of tales of the
American West from renowned, seven-time Spur Award-winning author Elmer Kelton Each
of Elmer Kelton’s superb stories of the West showcase the strength and power western
spirit. They are filled with marvelous characters—from a rodeo clown who seeks redemption
via romance, to an outlaw who comes to the aid of ranchers with no other recourse to justice.
Powerful Western women feature as importantly as the menfolk here, including a cattle
buyer’s daughter who can hold her own with any man on the trail, a renowned lady outlaw
who rules her gang with her gun, and a judge’s daughter who is determined to end local
mob rule, as “the day of the gun is almost over.” You will meet characters whose devotions
and decisions enthrall you long after you put the book down. Imbued with an adventurous
spirit, Hard Ride is filled with many heartfelt glimpses into the authentic experience of the
American West. These stories encompass an enormous array of scenes from the early days of
the Wild West into the twentieth century. Readers of all ages can enjoy these tales, each one
filled with a passion for life that’s as vast as the Texas prairie. At the Publisher's request, this
title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Central Texas is an area as diverse culturally as it is geographically. Bordered by Hill Country
in the west, green farmland in the east and Waco and New Braunfels in the north and south,
this area has drawn settlers from around the globe for over two centuries, leaving their mark
and their stories along the way. From a surprising story of nineteenth-century psych ops at
Fort Mason and what really happened to Bevo, the UT longhorn, in 1920 to Mrs. Ross's
Croghan Cobbler recipe and rumors of a Lone Star visit by old Abe himself, historian Mike
Cox regales readers with over fifty stories about the fascinating people, history and places of
middle Texas.
This collection of world's greatest western novels and stories include rip roarin' cowboy
adventures, tales of the famous outcasts, the heroes of the Wild West, conniving villains and
intriguing sagas: Introduction Story of the Cowboy Story of the Outlaw Novels & Stories
Riders of the Purple Sage Saga (Zane Grey) Ohio River Trilogy Dan Barry Series (Max
Brand) The Virginian (Owen Wister) Lin McLean Leatherstocking Series (James F. Cooper)
Flying U Series (B. M. Bower) Cabin Fever Rimrock Trail (J. Allan Dunn) Breckinridge
Elkins Series (Robert E. Howard) In a Hollow of the Hills (Bret Harte) Roughing It (Mark
Twain) Outcasts of Poker Flat Call of the Wild (Jack London) Heart of the West (O. Henry)
White Fang Wolf Hunters (James Oliver Curwood) Gold Hunters Last of the Plainsmen
Border Legion Smoke Bellew Country Beyond Lone Star Ranger Ronicky Doone Trilogy
Riders of the Silences Three Partners Man of the Forest Lure of the Dim Trails Tennessee's
Partner Covered Wagon (Emerson Hough) Luck of Roaring Camp Rustlers of Pecos County
Pike Bearfield Series O Pioneers! (Willa Cather) My ntonia Log of a Cowboy (Andy
Adams) Two-Gun Man (Charles Alden Seltzer) Short Cut (Jackson Gregory) Astoria
(Washington Irving) Ungava (R.M. Ballantyne) Valley of Silent Men Black Jack Whispering
Smith (Frank H. Spearman) A Texas Cow Boy (Charles Siringo) Trail Horde Golden Dream
(Ballantyne) Blue Hotel (Stephen Crane) Long Shadow Girl from Montana (Grace
Livingston Hill) Hidden Children (Robert W. Chambers) Where the Trail Divides Desert
Trail (Dane Coolidge) Bride Comes to Yellow Sky Hidden Water…
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The Lone Ranger Rides
Texas Tales
A Collection of Texas Ranger & Western Stories
A Memoir
One Ranger
WILD WEST Boxed Set: 150+ Western Classics in One Volume
'"Exciting, realistic stories of the Texas Rangers, sure to keep the reader turning the pages
until the last outlaw is brought to justice. Action-packed reading for everyone!" Texas Ranger
Sergeant Jim Huggins of Company A. The Faith and the Rangers is an anthology of traditional
Western and Texas Ranger short stories. For fans of the Jim Blawcyzk and Cody Havlicek
Texas Ranger novels, the collection includes Left Handed Law, in which Jim and Cody meet
for the first time. The Wind is a ghostly tale, as might have been told around many a cattle
drive campfire. The collection includes action, adventure, and romance, with heroes young and
old, some likely, others not so. There are ten stories in all, certain to please anyone who enjoys
a good mystery or a thrilling tale of the Frontier West.
RANGER FOR HIRE Willow McMurtry's writing career could end before it even begins—unless
she learns the ways of a Texas Ranger. She can't write tales about Ranger life if she's
constantly making mistakes, so she needs handsome Texan Gage Newcomb to teach her.
Willow just can't tell him the true purpose behind her request. Gage agrees to teach Willow
how to shoot, ride and lasso—but only to keep her close. An outlaw who's cost him dearly is still
on the loose. And the hidden lawman trusts no one, especially not a feisty woman who might
be working with his foe. But as the cowboy lessons progress, Willow may convince him to
share all of his secrets—and his heart—with her.
The Texas-Mexico border is trouble. Haphazardly splashing across the meandering Rio
Grande into Mexico is—or at least can be—risky business, hazardous to one's health and wellbeing. Kirby W. Dendy, the Chief of Texas Rangers, corroborates the sobering reality: “As their
predecessors for over one hundred forty years before them did, today's Texas Rangers
continue to battle violence and transnational criminals along the Texas-Mexico border.” In
Riding Lucifer's Line, Bob Alexander, in his characteristic storytelling style, surveys the
personal tragedies of twenty-five Texas Rangers who made the ultimate sacrifice as they
scouted and enforced laws throughout borderland counties adjacent to the Rio Grande. The
timeframe commences in 1874 with formation of the Frontier Battalion, which is when the
Texas Rangers were actually institutionalized as a law enforcing entity, and concludes with the
last known Texas Ranger death along the border in 1921. Alexander also discusses the
transition of the Rangers in two introductory sections: “The Frontier Battalion Era, 1874–1901”
and “The Ranger Force Era, 1901–1935,” wherein he follows Texas Rangers moving from an
epochal narrative of the Old West to more modern, technological times. Written absent a
preprogrammed agenda, Riding Lucifer's Line is legitimate history. Adhering to facts, the
author is not hesitant to challenge and shatter stale Texas Ranger mythology. Likewise,
Alexander confronts head-on many of those critical Texas Ranger histories relying on
innuendo and gossip and anecdotal accounts, at the expense of sustainable evidence—writings
often plagued with a deficiency of rational thinking and common sense. Riding Lucifer's Line is
illustrated with sixty remarkable old-time photographs. Relying heavily on archived Texas
Ranger documents, the lively text is authenticated with more than one thousand
comprehensive endnotes.
The lifeless bodies of Texas Rangers lay scattered on the floor of Bryant’s Gap. One man,
wounded and left for the buzzards, comes back to consciousness and vows to bring the killers
to justice. Now known only as the Lone Ranger, this man, his steadfast horse, Silver, and
trusted friend, Tonto, set out to bring justice to the men who ambushed him and his fellow
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rangers. With a ‘Hi-Yo Silver, Away-y-y-y,’ the Lone Ranger embodies classic American
ideals of the champions of the Wild West. The Lone Ranger first found success as a 1933
radio show, then expanded into books, television, comics, and motion pictures. This iconic
character has been portrayed George Seaton, Clayton Moore, and by Armie Hammer in the
2013 movie release The Lone Ranger (with Johnny Depp as Tonto). HarperPerennial Classics
brings great works of literature to life in digital form, upholding the highest standards in ebook
production and celebrating reading in all its forms. Look for more titles in the HarperPerennial
Classics collection to build your digital library.
Cowboy Adventures, Yukon & Oregon Trail Tales, Famous Outlaw Classics, Gold Rush
Adventures & more (Including Riders of the Purple Sage, The Night Horseman, The Last of the
Mohicans, Rimrock Trail...)
Riding Lucifer's Line
28 Original Stories Celebrating the 50th Anniversary of Western Writers of America
Adventure
True Tales of Billy the Kid, Jesse James, and Other Desperadoes
A Study of the Western Desperado, with Historical Narratives of Famous Outlaws; the Stories
of Noted Border Wars; Vigilante Movements and Armed Conflicts on the Frontier
Lawman, manhunter, peacemaker—it takes a hard breed of man to survive on the frontier, but Chick
Bowdrie stands head and shoulders above the rest. This outlaw turned Texas Ranger was one of the
favorite protagonists of master storyteller Louis L’Amour, appearing in a total of nineteen short stories
bursting with unforgettable heroics and harrowing action. They’re all here in this eBook bundle,
together forming an epic portrait of a man standing at the crossroads between good and evil: McNelly
Knows a Ranger • A Job for a Ranger • Bowdrie Rides a Coyote Trail • A Trail to the West • The
Outlaws of Poplar Creek • Bowdrie Follows a Cold Trail • More Brains Than Bullets • The Road to
Casa Piedras • Bowdrie Passes Through • Where Buzzards Fly • South of Deadwood • Too Tough
to Brand • Case Closed—No Prisoners • The Killer from the Pecos • A Ranger Rides to Town •
Rain on the Mountain Fork • Down Sonora Way • Strange Pursuit • Strawhouse Trail The name is
Bowdrie. It was a name that caused the most hardened gunmen to break out in a cold sweat. Chick
Bowdrie. He could have ridden the outlaw trail, but the Texas Rangers recruited him because they
didn’t want to have to fight against him. Pursuing the most wanted men in the Southwest, he knew all
too well the dusty trails, the bitter cattle feuds, the desperate killers, and the quiet, weather-beaten, windblasted towns that could explode into action with the wrong word. He had sworn to carry out the law,
but there were times when he had to apply justice with his fists and his guns. They called in the Rangers
to handle the tough ones, and there was never a Ranger tougher or smarter than Bowdrie.
“Swanson has done a crucial public service by exposing the barbarous side of the Rangers.” —The
New York Times Book Review A twenty-first century reckoning with the legendary Texas Rangers that
does justice to their heroic moments while also documenting atrocities, brutality, oppression, and
corruption The Texas Rangers came to life in 1823, when Texas was still part of Mexico. Nearly 200
years later, the Rangers are still going--one of the most famous of all law enforcement agencies. In Cult
of Glory, Doug J. Swanson has written a sweeping account of the Rangers that chronicles their epic,
daring escapades while showing how the white and propertied power structures of Texas used them as
enforcers, protectors and officially sanctioned killers. Cult of Glory begins with the Rangers' emergence
as conquerors of the wild and violent Texas frontier. They fought the fierce Comanches, chased outlaws,
and served in the U.S. Army during the Mexican War. As Texas developed, the Rangers were called
upon to catch rustlers, tame oil boomtowns, and patrol the perilous Texas-Mexico border. In the 1930s
they began their transformation into a professionally trained police force. Countless movies, television
shows, and pulp novels have celebrated the Rangers as Wild West supermen. In many cases, they
deserve their plaudits. But often the truth has been obliterated. Swanson demonstrates how the Rangers
and their supporters have operated a propaganda machine that turned agency disasters and misdeeds
into fables of triumph, transformed murderous rampages--including the killing of scores of Mexican
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civilians--into valorous feats, and elevated scoundrels to sainthood. Cult of Glory sets the record straight.
Beginning with the Texas Indian wars, Cult of Glory embraces the great, majestic arc of Lone Star
history. It tells of border battles, range disputes, gunslingers, massacres, slavery, political intrigue, race
riots, labor strife, and the dangerous lure of celebrity. And it reveals how legends of the American
West--the real and the false--are truly made.
This collection of world's greatest western novels and stories include rip roarin' cowboy adventures, tales
of the famous outcasts, the heroes of the Wild West, conniving villains and intriguing sagas:_x000D_
Introduction_x000D_ Story of the Cowboy_x000D_ Story of the Outlaw_x000D_ Novels &
Stories_x000D_ Riders of the Purple Sage Saga (Zane Grey)_x000D_ Ohio River Trilogy_x000D_ Dan
Barry Series (Max Brand)_x000D_ The Virginian (Owen Wister)_x000D_ Lin McLean_x000D_
Leatherstocking Series (James F. Cooper)_x000D_ Flying U Series (B. M. Bower)_x000D_ Cabin
Fever_x000D_ Rimrock Trail (J. Allan Dunn)_x000D_ Breckinridge Elkins Series (Robert E.
Howard)_x000D_ In a Hollow of the Hills (Bret Harte)_x000D_ Roughing It (Mark Twain)_x000D_
Outcasts of Poker Flat_x000D_ Call of the Wild (Jack London)_x000D_ Heart of the West (O.
Henry)_x000D_ White Fang_x000D_ Wolf Hunters (James Oliver Curwood)_x000D_ Gold
Hunters_x000D_ Last of the Plainsmen_x000D_ Border Legion_x000D_ Smoke Bellew_x000D_
Country Beyond_x000D_ Lone Star Ranger_x000D_ Ronicky Doone Trilogy_x000D_ Riders of the
Silences_x000D_ Three Partners_x000D_ Man of the Forest_x000D_ Lure of the Dim Trails_x000D_
Tennessee's Partner_x000D_ Covered Wagon (Emerson Hough)_x000D_ Luck of Roaring
Camp_x000D_ Rustlers of Pecos County_x000D_ Pike Bearfield Series_x000D_ O Pioneers! (Willa
Cather)_x000D_ My Ántonia_x000D_ Log of a Cowboy (Andy Adams)_x000D_ Two-Gun Man
(Charles Alden Seltzer)_x000D_ Short Cut (Jackson Gregory)_x000D_ Astoria (Washington
Irving)_x000D_ Ungava (R.M. Ballantyne)_x000D_ Valley of Silent Men_x000D_ Black Jack_x000D_
Whispering Smith (Frank H. Spearman)_x000D_ A Texas Cow Boy (Charles Siringo)_x000D_ Trail
Horde_x000D_ Golden Dream (Ballantyne)_x000D_ Blue Hotel (Stephen Crane)_x000D_ Long
Shadow_x000D_ Girl from Montana (Grace Livingston Hill)_x000D_ Hidden Children (Robert W.
Chambers)_x000D_ Where the Trail Divides_x000D_ Desert Trail (Dane Coolidge)_x000D_ Bride
Comes to Yellow Sky_x000D_ Hidden Water...
This carefully edited collection has been designed and formatted to the highest digital standards and
adjusted for readability on all devices. Contents: Introduction Story of the Cowboy Story of the Outlaw
Novels & Stories Riders of the Purple Sage Saga (Zane Grey) Ohio River Trilogy Dan Barry Series (Max
Brand) The Virginian (Owen Wister) Lin McLean Leatherstocking Series (James F. Cooper) Flying U
Series (B. M. Bower) Cabin Fever Rimrock Trail (J. Allan Dunn) Breckinridge Elkins Series (Robert E.
Howard) In a Hollow of the Hills (Bret Harte) Roughing It (Mark Twain) Outcasts of Poker Flat Call of
the Wild (Jack London) Heart of the West (O. Henry) White Fang Wolf Hunters (James Oliver
Curwood) Gold Hunters Last of the Plainsmen Border Legion Smoke Bellew Country Beyond Lone Star
Ranger Ronicky Doone Trilogy Riders of the Silences Three Partners Man of the Forest Lure of the
Dim Trails Tennessee's Partner Covered Wagon (Emerson Hough) Luck of Roaring Camp Rustlers of
Pecos County Pike Bearfield Series O Pioneers! (Willa Cather) My Ántonia Log of a Cowboy (Andy
Adams) Two-Gun Man (Charles Alden Seltzer) Short Cut (Jackson Gregory) Astoria (Washington Irving)
Ungava (R.M. Ballantyne) Valley of Silent Men Black Jack Whispering Smith (Frank H. Spearman) A
Texas Cow Boy (Charles Siringo) Trail Horde Golden Dream (Ballantyne) Blue Hotel (Stephen Crane)
Long Shadow Girl from Montana (Grace Livingston Hill) Hidden Children (Robert W. Chambers)
Where the Trail Divides Desert Trail (Dane Coolidge) Bride Comes to Yellow Sky Hidden Water…
Bowdrie
Marking Time
Stories That Shaped a Landscape and a People
East Tennessee Historical Markers and the Stories Behind Them
A Literary Relationship
Westward: A Fictional History of the American West
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A collection of stories about Texas Rangers in which the author attempts
to separate the myths surrounding these frontier lawmen from actual
events.
A spokesperson for the Texas Department of Public Safety presents the
second installment of the history of the Texas Rangers, covering the
frontier cattle days through the oil field era, from Prohibition to World
War II, and the turbulent 1960s.
Nate Stewart and his Texas Ranger partners return to Austin from their
grueling assignment in west Texas, expecting only a few days' rest
before they are sent back on the outlaw trail. Instead, they learn that the
state legislature has refused to extend funding for most of the Rangers.
All but a few have been given their walking papers-placed on indefinite
furlough. Forced to face an uncertain future without the Rangers, Nate
and his best friend and partner, Hoot Harrison, travel to the land Nate
still owns outside San Saba. With mixed feelings, the pair heads toward
Nate's family's ranch-now, where Nate's parents and older brother are
buried. But when they reach San Saba, they're met with guns and force.
Someone is attempting to take over all the ranches in the area-including
Nate's. Vowing not to lose the land his father had struggled so hard to
tame, Nate is determined to unravel the plot-and the people responsiblefor the hostility. The trail to the criminals, ironically, takes him back Eastto his own home town of Wilmington, Delaware...and someone he'd have
never suspected. Once Nate confronts the man who means to take
everything from him, he and Hoot waste no time in getting back to
Texas. There, they'll stand together once more against outlaw guns as A
RANGER RETURNS...
A collection of twenty-eight original stories traverses the history of the
Old West, from an escape from the Alamo and the massacre at Mountain
Meadows to the Apache Wars and the California gold rush, in a volume
that includes contributions by such authors as Loren D. Estleman and
John Jakes. Reprint.
Texas Rangers: From 1900 to the Present
THE OUTLAWS OF THE WILD WEST: 150+ Westerns in One Edition
The Chick Bowdrie Short Stories Bundle
Cowboy Adventures, Yukon & Oregon Trail Tales, Famous Outlaw
Classics, Gold Rush Adventures & more (Including Riders of the Purple
Sage, The Night Horseman, The Last of the Mohicans, Rimrock Trail⋯)
The Texas Rangers Trilogy
The Story of the Outlaw
There are eight adventures altogether, with each volume containing four
adventures each. These stories tells the story of a young boy who
experiances circumstances in his life that lead him to seek revenge.
Thanks to the aid and mentoring of two Texas Rangers, Shane Dawson
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becomes a welcome help to them in tracking down the most violent
criminals of west Texas, thus earning him the opportunity to himself
become a Texas Ranger. The eight books introduce you to Shane and his
acuaintenances as they ride on many adventures together that span the
course of Shane's life as a lawman. The Caliber of Justice allows the
reader to become famliar with the main character and then follow him
through his career as a Texas Ranger as he tracks down outlaws,
robbers, Indians and horse thieves. The books, in order, are: Texas
Ranger Bounty Hunter Grapevine Stage Smoking Gun Wagon Train Inside
Man Cattle Drive Santa Maria
These tales chronicle the rugged lives and audacious crimes of bank and
train robbers, cattle rustlers, horse thieves, and other desperados.
Recounted mainly by the outlaws themselves along with eyewitnesses to
their deeds, the stories profile Billy the Kid, Frank and Jesse James, the
Dalton Gang, Wild Bill Hickok, and other legendary figures of the Old
West.
The roadside historical markers of East Tennessee highlight the
fascinating personalities and significant events of a culturally and
historically rich region. Forthree years, Knoxville News Sentinel
columnist Fred Brown presented the storiesbehind the local markers
placed by the Tennessee Historical Commission. He searchedthe
highways and back roads of East Tennessee, tracking down markers with
directionsthat were sometimes no more specific than ?Highway 11,
Greene County.'Arranged by county, the entries link East Tennessee's
past and present and highlightthe enormous diversity of the state's
history from its prehistoric past through its involvement in World War II.
The markers detail bitter struggles with Native Americans in the
eighteenth century, but also explain the unique contribution of Cherokee
culture and civilization, such as Sequoyah's development of the Cherokee
syllabary. Brown commemorates the numerous Civil War sites
throughout the region, but he also includes the service of East
Tennesseans in later wars. One marker commemorates Kiffin Yates
Rockwell, a founding pilot of the Lafayete Escadrille, a famed squadron of
aviators in World War I. Another marker details the achievements of Sgt.
Elbert L. Kinser of Greene County, who was posthumously decorated for
his leadership of a First Marine Division Rifle Platoon on Okinawa.The
markers also showcase East Tennessee's unique political history. They
tell thestory of the ?lost state? of Franklin in the 1780s and record the
region's efforts to secede from the state when Tennessee left the Union
in 1861. Brown's narrative also explains the nature of opposing political
factions throughout the decades through the biographies of their leaders,
such as Elihu Embree, a Quaker abolitionist who founded an antislavery
paper in East Tennessee.From the vantage of the armchair or out on the
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road, Marking Time is a surprisingand engaging trip on the byways of
East Tennessee's politics, culture, and history through the stories of the
men and women who shaped the state.
Published in Cooperation with the William P. Clements Center for
Southwest Studies, Southern Methodist University. The U.S.-Mexico
borderlands have long supported a web of relationships that transcend
the U.S. and Mexican nations. Yet national histories usually overlook
these complex connections. Continental Crossroads rediscovers this
forgotten terrain, laying the foundations for a new borderlands history at
the crossroads of Chicano/a, Latin American, and U.S. history. Drawing
on the historiographies and archives of both the U.S. and Mexico, the
authors chronicle the transnational processes that bound both nations
together between the early nineteenth century and the 1940s, the
formative era of borderlands history. A new generation of borderlands
historians examines a wide range of topics in frontier and post-frontier
contexts. The contributors explore how ethnic, racial, and gender
relations shifted as a former frontier became the borderlands. They look
at the rise of new imagined communities and border literary traditions
through the eyes of Mexicans, Anglo-Americans, and Indians, and
recover transnational border narratives and experiences of African
Americans, Chinese, and Europeans. They also show how surveillance
and resistance in the borderlands inflected the “body politics” of gender,
race, and nation. Native heroine B rbara Gandiaga, Mexican traveler
Ignacio Mart nez, Kiowa warrior Sloping Hair, African American
colonist William H. Ellis, Chinese merchant Lee Sing, and a diverse cast
of politicos and subalterns, gendarmes and patrolmen, and insurrectos
and exiles add transnational drama to the formerly divided worlds of
Mexican and U.S. history. Contributors. Grace Pe a Delgado, Karl
Jacoby, Benjamin Johnson, Louise Pubols, Ra l Ramos, Andr s
Res ndez, B rbara O. Reyes, Alexandra Minna Stern, Samuel Truett,
Elliott Young
Central Texas Tales
EMERSON HOUGH Ultimate Collection – 19 Western Classics &
Adventure Novels, Including Historical Books, Poetry & Children's Tales
(Illustrated)
50 Westerns – The Best Cowboy Adventures, Rider Trails, Stories of
Outlaws & Battles with Indians
Ride Proud Rebel, Winnetou, The Two-Gun Man, The Last of the
Mohicans, The Outcasts of Poker Flat, Heart of the West...
The Rattlesnake Season
Continental Crossroads
Born to protect and serve, these rugged lawmen are the stuff of Texas legend. New
York Times bestselling author Jodi Thomas teams up with Linda Broday, Phyliss
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Miranda and DeWanna Pace to bring you four red-blooded Rangers and the women
who tame their hearts. . .. Give Me A Texas Ranger When Annalane Barkley
whispers her dreams to Wynn McCord, the Texas ranger has a new battle on his
hands. For the sweet beauty's words awaken his every protective instinct and he
knows he's found a woman worth fighting for. . . When Stoney Burke finds Texanna
Wilder in need of rescue, he's caught between his hardened heart and his duty to his
best friend's lovely widow. Marriage is merely a solution to keep Texanna safe, but
Stoney is suddenly aching for the wedding night. . . Forced to take feisty Ella
Stevenson into custody, Hayden McGraw has his hands full. But when he discovers
the spitfire is on his side of the law, they're soon working as a team--up close and
very personal. . . Thomas Longbow only plans to use Laney O'Grady as his cover on
his latest assignment. But the passion that explodes between them threatens to
expose his plot--and his heart. . . "Memorable novellas and unforgettable heroes. .
.unmatched for fans of the Old West." --Romantic Times on Give Me A Texan
"Joaquin Jackson's frank and colorful account of his long career as a modern-day
Texas Ranger thrills like an action novel, yet the stories are true, sometimes funny,
sometimes tragic, but always gripping. I could hardly put the book down. . . .The
writing is superb." -Elmer Kelton, voted the Greatest Western Novelist of the
Twentieth Century by the Western Writers of America and award-winning author of
The Time It Never Rained and The Good Old Boys "There's adventure here, and wit,
and camaraderie, and poignancy, all delivered with a certain swagger by a man who
never wanted any other life but the one he chose, and who did his best as he saw it
all along the way." -Bill Wittliff, distinguished photographer, writer, screenwriter, and
producer, whose credits include The Perfect Storm , The Black Stallion , Legends of
the Fall , and Lonesome Dove "Joaquin Jackson told me that West Texas weather is
so dry and hard on women that his wife put Crisco on her face. That is the colorful
storytelling you can expect in this book...really wonderful tales that are told in true
Texas language." -Ann Richards, former Governor of Texas "It is great to see my
friend Joaquin Jackson's life celebrated. It is a life well lived!" -Tom Selleck "This is
a ripping good tale. . . . It bestows a rare understanding of people who live, react, and
reflect as our society's protectors and sanctioned hired guns." -Jan Reid, writer-atlarge for Texas Monthly and editor of Rio Grande "An authentic piece of American
history-the West has a peculiar grip on all of us and Texas most of all. This book
takes its place in the legacy of Texas literature, and, of course, the name Joaquin
Jackson is already legend. David Marion Wilkinson has done a splendid job." -John
Milius, screenwriter of The Wind and the Lion , Apocalypse Now , and Jeremiah
Johnson "This is the best modern-day Ranger memoir I have seen." -Mike Cox,
author of Texas Ranger Tales II and The Texas Rangers: Men of Valor and Action
"At last there is a personal recollection that does justice both to the Ranger legend
and to the Tejanos whose story was long left from the pages of the Texas
experience." - East Texas Historical Association When his picture appeared on the
cover of Texas Monthly , Joaquin Jackson became the icon of the modern Texas
Rangers. Nick Nolte modeled his character in the movie Extreme Prejudice on him.
Jackson even had a speaking part of his own in The Good Old Boys with Tommy Lee
Jones. But the role that Jackson has always played the best is that of the man who
wears the silver badge cut from a Mexican cinco peso coin-a working Texas Ranger.
Legend says that one Ranger is all it takes to put down lawlessness and restore the
peace-one riot, one Ranger. In this adventure-filled memoir, Joaquin Jackson recalls
what it was like to be the Ranger who responded when riots threatened, violence
erupted, and criminals needed to be brought to justice across a wide swath of the
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Texas-Mexico border from 1966 to 1993. Jackson has dramatic stories to tell.
Defying all stereotypes, he was the one Ranger who ensured a fair election-and an
overwhelming win for La Raza Unida party candidates-in Zavala County in 1972. He
followed legendary Ranger Captain Alfred Y. Allee Sr. into a shootout at the Carrizo
Springs jail that ended a prison revolt
Mike Cox knows as much about the Texas Rangers as anybody on the planet. And in
this, his second book on the Rangers, he spins more great tales of these larger-thanlife heroes and their sometimes almost unvelievable adventures. These are all new
stories, some only told among the Rangers themselves, some told quietly over
remote compfires, and others only whispered over elegant dinner tables. Now here
they are: more entertaining, informative, and always exciting tales of the grea Texas
Rangers.
A TALE OF TIME TRAVEL, LOVE AND MURDER! It’s 2015 and Patsy Lyndell, cub
reporter for the Tucson Clarian, and Joe Mack, an Arizona State Patrolman,
investigate a double homicide on a lonely road near Slag, Arizona, an old ghost town.
It’s 1885 and Pete Larkin, an Arizona Ranger, and his young friend Jimmy Sullivan,
investigate the murder of Pete’s pa and his pa’s best friend on a lonely road near
Slag, Arizona Territory. It’s 2015 and Antonio Piazza DeAngelo has found a way to
travel though time. Planning to steal treasures from the past, he defies his
grandfather Vincente Piazza DeAngelo, a reformed mob hitman. Accidentally, the time
machine brings the four investigators together, suspecting that the murders in 2015
and 1885 have been committed by the same killers. It’s 2015 - The grandfather
fears that his grandson’s plans to loot the past could change the course of history
and perhaps their very existence. It’s 1885 - Pete and Patsy discover they have
found the missing pieces to their lives, but with little hope they can bridge the time
gap. It’s 1850 - It all comes crashing down in a climactic battle between Antonio and
his grandfather, and with the help of the two lovers, resolves to turn Antonio’s greed
into Fool’s Gold.
Stories
Stories That Need Telling
Hard Ride
Time of the Rangers
Trails and Trials of a Texas Ranger
Give Me A Texas Ranger
Annotation First volume in the new series. It explores the body of work of Elmer
Kelton, son and grandson of working cowboys, who writes of the lives and settings
he knows best--the people and landscapes of West Texas. Annotation copyrighted by
Book News, Inc., Portland, OR.
The memoirs of a Texas Ranger.
These tales trace the Texas story, from Cabeza de Vaca who trekked barefoot
across the country recording the first accounts of Indian life, to impresarios like
Stephen F. Austin and Don Mart n DeLe n who brought settlers into Mexican
Texas. There are visionaries like Padre Jos Nicol s Ball , the Singer family, and
Sam Robertson, who tried and failed to develop Padre Island into the wonderland that
it is today. There are legendary characters like Sally Skull who had five husbands
and may have killed some of them, and Josiah Wilbarger who was scalped and lived
another ten years to tell about it. Also included are the stories of Shanghai Pierce,
cattleman extraordinaire, who had no qualms about rounding up other folks’ calves,
and Tol Barret who drilled Texas’ first oil well over thirty years before Spindletop
changed the world. The Sanctified Sisters got rich running a commune for women,
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and millionaire oilman Edgar B. Davis gave away his money as fast as he made it.
Sam Houston, Jean Lafitte, Antonio L pez de Santa Anna, Lucy Kidd-Key, Minnie
Fisher Cunningham, all these characters and many more—early-day adventurers, Civil
War heroes, and latter-day artists and musicians—created the patchwork called
Texas.
In 1999, with Forge's publication of The Buckskin Line, Elmer Kelton launched a
series of novels on the formative years of the Texas Rangers. In Texas Justice, the
first three of these critically acclaimed books are now brought together in a single
volume. In The Buckskin Line, Kelton introduces the red-haired boy captured by a
Comanche war party after the massacre of his family. Rescued by Mike Shannon, a
member of a Texas "ranging company" protecting settlers from Indian raids, the boy
known as Rusty is adopted by the Shannon family. In 1861, Mike Shannon is
ambushed and killed, and Rusty follows in his footsteps and joins the Rangers. In the
throes of the coming War Between the States, Rusty searches for the Confederates
who lynched his adoptive father and awaits meeting the Comanche warrior who killed
his family two decades past. At the end of the Civil War, Rusty Shannon is thrown
adrift when the Rangers are disbanded, and makes his way to his home on the Red
River, where he hopes to marry the girl he left behind, Geneva Monahan. But as
Badger Boy, the second novel of the saga, unfolds, Geneva has married another man
in Rusty's absence. Faced with this betrayal, he must contend with the hate-filled
Confederate and Union soldiers infesting Texas and with the continuing Indian raids
against innocent settlers. Rusty's own childhood captivity returns to haunt him when
he rescues Andy, a white child called Badger Boy by his Comanche captors. In The
Way of the Coyote, Andy rides with Rusty Shannon as the Rangers are re-formed in
postwar turmoil. With Texas overrun with outlaws, disenfranchised Confederate
veterans, nightriders, and marauding Comanche bands, Rusty tries to resume his prewar life. When his friend Shanty, a freed slave, is burned out of his home by Ku Klux
Klan and Rusty's own homestead is confiscated by a murderous band of thugs, he
must follow perilous trails before he can put the war and its aftermath behind him.
Texas Justice is not only a masterful re-creation of the early years of the Texas
Rangers, it is vintage Elmer Kelton, the undisputed master of the Western story. At
the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
150 Western Classics
The Mail Rider
From Kentucky to Texas, the Hard Way
Fool's Gold
Cult of Glory
Riders of the Purple Sage, The Night Horseman, The Last of the Mohicans, Rimrock
Trail, The Hidden Children, The Law of the Land, Heart of the West, A Texas CowBoy, The Prairie⋯

After rejoining the Texas Rangers as part of the Frontier Battalion,
Josiah Wolfe must escort his old friend Charlie Langdon to trial. But the
ride to the hangman?s noose isn?t going to be easy. And Wolfe?s killer
instinct may be his only chance to see his son again.
Get your spurs and saddles on and ride alongside the heroes, cowboys
and outlaws in the Wild West. E-artnow presents this meticulously edited
collection of the carefully selected - best and most exciting
Westerns:_x000D_ Rebel Spurs (Andre Norton)_x000D_ Ride Proud,
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Rebel! (Andre Norton) _x000D_ The Bandit of Hell's Bend (Edgar Rice
Burroughs)_x000D_ Riders of the Purple Sage (Zane Grey)_x000D_ The
Rainbow Trail (Zane Grey)_x000D_ The Spirit of the Border (Zane
Grey)_x000D_ Winnetou (Karl May)_x000D_ The Untamed (Max
Brand)_x000D_ The Night Horseman (Max Brand)_x000D_ The Seventh
Man (Max Brand)_x000D_ The Virginian: A Horseman of the Plains
(Owen Wister)_x000D_ The Last of the Mohicans (James Fenimore
Cooper)_x000D_ The Prairie (James Fenimore Cooper)_x000D_ Chip, of
the Flying U (B. M. Bower)_x000D_ The Flying U Ranch (B. M.
Bower)_x000D_ The Flying U's Last Stand (B. M. Bower)_x000D_ Cabin
Fever (B. M. Bower)_x000D_ Rimrock Trail (J. Allan Dunn)_x000D_ The
'Breckinridge Elkins' Series (Robert E. Howard)_x000D_ The Outcasts of
Poker Flat (Bret Harte)_x000D_ Heart of the West (O. Henry)_x000D_
White Fang (Jack London)_x000D_ The Wolf Hunters (James Oliver
Curwood)_x000D_ The Log of a Cowboy: A Narrative of the Old Trail
Days (Andy Adams)_x000D_ The Two-Gun Man (Charles Alden
Seltzer)_x000D_ The Law of the Land (Emerson Hough)_x000D_ The
Short Cut (Jackson Gregory)_x000D_ Whispering Smith (Frank H.
Spearman)_x000D_ A Texas Cow Boy (Charles Siringo)_x000D_ The
Desert Trail (Dane Coolidge)_x000D_ Hidden Water (Dane
Coolidge)_x000D_ That Girl Montana (Marah Ellis Ryan)_x000D_ A
Voice in the Wilderness (Grace Livingston Hill)_x000D_ The Rules of the
Game (Stewart Edward White)_x000D_ Paid Off (Walt Coburn)_x000D_
The Lonesome Trail (John Neihardt)_x000D_ Spawn of the Desert (W.
C. Tuttle)_x000D_ A Texas Ranger (William MacLeod Raine)_x000D_
Gunsight Pass (William MacLeod Raine)_x000D_ The Conquest (Oscar
Micheaux)_x000D_ John Brent (Theodore Winthrop)_x000D_ The Lone
Ranger Rides (Fran Striker)_x000D_ The Heart of Canyon Pass
(Thomas Holmes) _x000D_ The Lions of the Lord (Harry Leon Wilson)
_x000D_ Raw Gold (Bertrand William Sinclair)_x000D_ The Valley of the
Giants (Peter B. Kyne)...
Sam Clay ( formerly Samuel Samuelson Jr.) is banished from his fathers
Paris, Kentucky tobacco farm because of holding opposite views on
slavery. After he discloses his intention to enlist in the Union Army, his
obstinate, opinionated father sends him away, telling him, he would be
shot if he returned. With a horse and rifle borrowed from a sympathetic
neighbor, he rides to Cincinnati, Ohio and enlists in an Infantry Regiment.
With his Regiment he marches to Virginia and fights in several battles,
before he is wounded and discharged. Following his discharge, he returns
to Cincinnati, and finds a job as a guard on a wagon train bound for
Natchez Mississippi. During this long, and adventure filled journey, he
becomes friends with a Confederate Soldier, Cody Travis, who has
escaped from a prisoner of war camp. When they arrive in Natchez, Sam
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accepts Codys invitation to accompany him to his home in Marfa, Texas.
After all, he had no other place to go. In Marfa he finds work, first as a
quicksilver guard, and later, as a mail rider. FOR INFORMATION ON
OTHER BOOKS BY GOSSETT GO TO
www.westernadventurenovels.com
This carefully crafted ebook collection is formatted for your eReader
with a functional and detailed table of contents: The Young Alaskans
Series The Young Alaskans The Young Alaskans in the Rockies The
Young Alaskans on the Trail Young Alaskans in the Far North The Young
Alaskans on the Missouri Other Novels The Girl at the Halfway House
The Mississippi Bubble The Law of the Land Heart's Desire The Way of
a Man 54-40 or Fight The Purchase Price The Lady and the Pirate The
Man Next Door The Magnificent Adventure The Broken Gate The Way
Out The Sagebrusher The Covered Wagon Children's Books King of GeeWhiz Singing Mouse Stories The Land of the Singing Mouse The Burden
of a Song The Little River What the Waters Said Lake Belle-Marie The
Skull and the Rose The Man of the Mountain At the Place of the Oaks
The Birth of the Hours The Stone That Had No Thought The Tear and
the Smile How the Mountains Ate Up the Plains The Savage and Its
Heart The Beast Terrible The Passing of Men The House of Truth
Where the City Went The Bell and the Shadows Of the Greatest Sorrow
The Shoes of the Princess Of White Moths The House of Dreams Poetry
The Unredeemed Historical Works The Story of the Cowboy The Way to
the West The Story of the Outlaw The Passing of the Frontier Maw's
Vacation Emerson Hough (1857–1923) was an American author best
known for writing western stories, adventure tales and historical novels.
His best known works include western novels The Mississippi Bubble
and The Covered Wagon, The Young Alaskans series of adventure
novels, and historical works The Way to the West and The Story of the
Cowboy.
Texas Ranger Tales II
Elmer Kelton and West Texas
Caliber of Justice
Ranger Deaths Along the Texas-Mexico Border
The Bold and Brutal History of the Texas Rangers
Stories of the Old West
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